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Before getting started, I wish you all a very Happy New Year! May this year brings a lot of
happiness, great success, and best of health and may you achieve more than your set goals
and dreams.
2018 has been a really special year for MFA DIRECT, this was the year we expanded our
th
business on International level, with the launch of Dubai operations on 16 of November,
2018. We are also pleased to inform all of you that our products have become very popular in
Dubai in a very short span of time and like India, we are looking for a great success in Dubai
too. Getting acceptance and appreciation by International customers is also a testimony of
the quality of our products. Dubai office is now operational and is available for all MFA DIRECT
distributors to visit and work.
th
7 is a magical number and we felt very humbled and grateful while celebrating our 7
Anniversary from 17th-19th of November in Goa with Mr. Bruce Anderson and Ms. Mindy
Anderson from Mineral Resources Int.(MRI), USA joined us as special guests for the event. The
journey of these 7 years in India and beginning in Dubai could not be completed without the
help and support of MRI and we are truly grateful to the MRI for all the support. These 7 years
have paved the way for both the companies to work together on various projects and
territories and together we stand strong for a brighter future.

We also take immense pride in completing 7 successful years of serving the
society with premium quality, health-boosting products and we look forward
for reaching out to more sections of society in every corner of India and
beyond. Our mission is to spread good health through natural, safe and
premium quality products with an honest and ethical work approach. The

experience gained in these 7 years will help us take the MFA DIRECT opportunity to the next
level and we believe that these 7 years have set the ground for us and we will do all that it
takes to make MFA DIRECT a super success story.
Words can never say how grateful we are to all of our distributors and each and every
customer who have helped us sail through all these 7 years and kept on moving further. Each
one of you are our inspiration; your energy fuels us to grow more; your passion guides us to
look for more ways to add value to MFA DIRECT opportunity and we plan, design and act
everything bearing wellbeing of all of you in our mind. We must not forget that MFA DIRECT is
our joint mission and all of us are its torch bearer and its light should lit up everyone's heart and
life in a positive way.
th

On the occasion of the 7 anniversary in Goa, we also launched 9 result oriented products
with unique and special formulations and all these products will be made available in stock in
coming few months in phased manner. All these 9 products have made MFA DIRECT
opportunity a more lucrative opportunity with a wider target audience.
We have also been very aggressive on training programs and Mr. Ashwani Kaushik (Director &
COO) has been traveling very extensively across India to train all the leaders in business plan,
strategy, leadership and other related aspects to help you all to do the MFA DIRECT business
right way. Each one of these trainings is capable of changing lives and it is strongly
recommended that you should not miss any of these trainings and also suggest your team
members to take the benefit of the tips shared in these programs by Mr. Ashwani Kaushik.
New episodes of Kaam Ki Baat Chai Ke Saath (KKBCKS) and Audio Podcast are in the wings
and would be available soon on various products and business. We have also released
various marketing materials in the last 3 months along with the success story of our own senior
distributors to remind all of us how MFA DIRECT has brought changes in the lives of people from
different backgrounds and to prove the power of a dream backed with consistent
handwork. The Video made by our women distributors is one of my favourite and its amazing
to see how women from different states, background, quantifications realised their dreams
and changed their lives when they got an opportunity called MFA DIRECT.
Our new concept of FOCO MFA DIRECT Distribution Centres has also been quite a success
and we could open new stores in Mumbai, Dhanbaad, Rudrapur, Udaipur and many more
are in the queue and we plan to open many more such stores across India to improve
distribution of our products and ease of doing business with MFA DIRECT.
This volume has articles from Mr. Bruce Anderson on Anderson's CMD and Sport-E; Dr. Imran
on efficacy improvement of pesticides and fertilizers, seed germination, benefits of
detoxification, Ruby Jadon on Its-booster, Its-SOL and a few wise words from Nitin Suresh Naik
on how he changed his MFA DIRECT journey into a successful one.
So, we may say that 2018 was a success and 2019 will be a super success for all of us.

God Bless All !

- VIPIN ROHILA
Director &
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Message from the

directors

Few words, coming straight from our directors.

As the number of failures mounts up, consider yourself
closer to success. As now you know, how not to fail.
Therefore, just remember, failures always teach you the
failure-proof lessons.

Ashish Khetarpal
Director & Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

When the excitement of winning is greater than the fear
of losing, success gets its shape. Therefore, work
passionately to define your success. #LageyRaho

Vipin Rohila
Director & Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

The common people think of a problem as a problem,
and a smart person think of a problem as a way of
finding a solution. And an efficient solution is what lays
the foundation of Great Business Empire.

Ashwani Kaushik
Director & Chief Operational Officer (COO)
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writing your goals is writing your
success story
If you hire an auto-rickshaw or a
cab and do not tell the driver
where to go; chances are that you
would end up going 'nowhere'.
Similarly, not having goals in life
leads you nowhere. Therefore,
before starting with MFA DIRECT,
you must know the purpose to join
us, you must define your goals that
you want to accomplish through
MFA DIRECT business.

Here are 5 reasons why you should set your goals in
MFA DIRECT:
1. Goals give you clarity on what to expect from MFA DIRECT
2. Written Goals sends positive signals to the universe to
activate law of attraction
3. Goals provide direction and deadlines
4. Goals help you track your achievements and also provide
you with an opportunity to improve time to time
5. Each Goal achieved is a reason to celebrate and an
inspiration to move towards next one

F E W

A written goal is more powerful than a
thought asŸ It is declaration to your own self and

Write down your GOALS
Your Goals should be positive statements
Be specific with amounts, dates and time

we hardly tell a lie to ourselves
Ÿ It is not vague and being specific
helps us understand the direction
and deadlines.
Ÿ It's a written representation of your
inner desires or expectation from
MFA DIRECT.

Set Priorities
Set Performance Goals not operational Goals
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Note: Once you have set your Goals,
review them periodically and amend
them time to time depending on your
results and situations.
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Your GOAL should be

E
Specific

Achievable
Time Bound
Measurable
Realistic
Ethical

Recorded

Divide your goals into three parts- short term, mid term and long term goals. This will help you
breakdown your dreams/desires into small achievable and trackable targets. In 'Beginners
Work Manual', we have prepared three sections for you to plan and write down your dreams
with date and time stamp. These lists would help you in managing and achieving your goals.
In our “Permanent Reward List” we have listed almost all the basic needs/wants of a common
person which can be achieved step by step while working with MFA DIRECT. Just, follow the
system provided by MFA DIRECT and achieve the small targets given in that list and you will be
surprised to see how easily your efforts/sales Turnovers will bring you close to your Goals.
Business goals can be divided into two parts1.Increasing your sales network.
2.Creating a strong customer base.
MFA DIRECT business is very simple, your earnings depend on sales turnover you generate
every month. In achieving good sales turnover, you must have good sales network and a
good customer base to use and sell your products in offering.
So, we may say that Good Turnover = Good Sales Network + Good Customer Base
Wish it, and MFA DIRECT opportunity has the potential to help you achieve that. Just prepare
your Goals List and support it with MFA DIRECT system and consistent efforts and I assure you of
amazing results.
We have our believe in you, and we know you can do it. We wish you all the best!!

Happy Selling

-Vipin Rohila
Director & Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
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know more about

Anderson's Concentrated Mineral Drops (CMD)
I appreciate this opportunity to share about one of my
greatest passions, Anderson's CMD. 2019 marks the 50th
year that the Anderson family has been extracting
minerals from the Great Salt Lake of Utah, situated in the
U.S.A. We consider the Great Salt Lake the perfect source
for nutritional mineral supplements. The Great Salt Lake is
found in what is called the Great Basin. It is an inland sea
with no outlets. For thousands of years the minerals and
trace minerals have been concentrating in this desert
sea. The north end of the Great Salt Lake is approximately
10 times more concentrated than seawater.
The Andersons use an all-natural solar evaporation and
precipitation process on the Great Salt Lake. There are no
additional ingredients added to CMD. It is pure,
concentrated, low-sodium minerals from the Great Salt Lake. It can take up to 2 years and 50
liters of Great Salt Lake water to make 1 Liter of Anderson's CMD. People ask, why do all of
that? The answer is simple, it is because we see miraculous results.

The best three ways to judge a mineral product are the following1. First, balance is extremely important. It is interesting to note that seawater, or the Earth's
major fluids are very similar to the body's major fluids in mineral balance. Andersons CMD
has an amazing mineral balance which is extremely effective and safe for long-term use.
The medical Hippocratic Oath says, first do no harm. We have seen competing mineral
products, which are out of balance, such as those with very high levels of aluminum.
Therefore, Anderson's CMD, has gone through the G.R.A.S. process meaning Generally
Recognized As Safe. To receive that designation CMD was scrutinized by a panel of
independent toxicologists who verified the safety of long-term usage of CMD.
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2. The second criteria would be the form of the minerals. Andersons CMD is in an electrolyte or
ionic in form. This means that the minerals can conduct the bodies electrical energy. The
minerals in CMD are extremely small, down to angstrom size, which means that they can
pass through a semi-permeable membrane and can be absorbed in the digestive system.
There is not a more bio-available form than ionic minerals. Electrolytes help hydrate,
balance PH, support muscle functions, help eliminate toxins, help convert calories into
energy and are involved in hundreds of enzyme functions.
3. The third criteria would be the concentration of the product. Andersons CMD is at super
saturation in liquid. Meaning that it is as concentrated as it can be while still being in liquid
solution. We have seen other liquid mineral products with only a small fraction of the
amount of total minerals in their product. This means that Anderson's CMD is potent and will
deliver results. The results are really the most important criteria. We have seen miraculous
results all over the world for a wide range of health and nutritional benefits because of the
love and care used in the process of bringing CMD to you.

I recently toured the packaging facility where the Andersons CMD is packaged in India. I was
very impressed with the quality processes and procedures and the care taken to meet our
high standards. You can be confident when you recommend Andersons CMD that it is the
most powerful, highest quality mineral supplement available anywhere. Expect a wide array
of life changing health results. Make sure you get the authentic Andersons CMD found only
through MFA DIRECT in India.

- Mr. Bruce Hartley Anderson
(President & CEO of Mineral Resources International)
(USA)
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Sport-E - All new electrolyte concentrate with a difference.
I am so excited about MFA DIRECT launching Sport-E.
Sport-E is a pure liquid electrolyte concentrate that has an
excellent balance of magnesium, potassium, sodium,
chloride and other trace minerals found in the Great Salt
Lake. The formula for Sport-E has been used by Mineral
Resources International in the United States for well over a
decade with phenomenal results, especially, in the sports
and endurance sports markets.
Electrolytes are minerals that have a positive or a
negative charge and are capable of conducting
electricity in solution. The clinical definition of death is
when all electrical activity in the brain has ceased. That is
why electrolytes are essential in your central nervous
system. Without electrolytes, we cannot continue to live.
That is how important they are.
Most people are aware that electrolytes help in hydrating you most efficiently. Mineral
Resources International did a hydration study with the United States Forest Service firefighters
in conjunction with the University of Montana, Human Performance Department. One group
drank pure water and the other group drank water with the Sport-E electrolytes. In an actual
forest fire-fighting situation, the group that drank the pure water drank over 73% more water
than the Sport-E electrolyte group. At the end of the day, neither group was more
dehydrated than the other. It was self-selected on how much water they drank. Dehydration
was checked by measuring nude body weights before, and after the study. This study shows
that a person will hydrate much more efficiently using Sport-E electrolytes, than with just pure
water. Many health experts agree that one of the most important keys to good health is
adequate hydration. Sport-E can be your key when you are more prone to dehydration.
There are specific activities and conditions which cause a higher degree of dehydration, likeŸ Drinking alcoholic beverages dehydrates, in fact, the primary cause of a hangover is
dehydration.
Ÿ Drinking coffee and soda, specifically beverages with caffeine cause dehydration.
Ÿ Air travel can cause dehydration because at high altitudes there is virtually no moisture
in the air. Much of what we consider to be jet lag, may actually be dehydration.
Ÿ Any strenuous work or sports, especially when in the heat, causes dehydration.
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Endurance athletes, particularly love Sport-E because they nd it difcult to stay adequately
hydrated and are prone to muscle cramping without it. Sport-E is also a great blessing to keep
in the medicine cabinet for times when a family member has lost large amounts of uids
because of illness. Sport-E not only helps in hydration, but it can also help in balancing the
electrolytes, which helps in the healing process.
In addition, to helping hydrate efficiently, electrolytes help in balancing the body's pH as well.
They are essential in many enzymatic functions in the body. Magnesium and potassium
specifically help in avoiding and relieving muscle cramps. Calcium and sodium help the
muscles to contract, while magnesium and potassium help the muscles to relax. A muscle
cramp, can be experienced when the body has a deficiency in magnesium and potassium.
These deficiencies can occur when we sweat a lot from working in the heat or are
participating in sports or other heavy exertion activities. Electrolytes are also essential in the
process of converting calories into energy. Thus, they help in keeping your energy levels up as
well.
Sport E may be your competitive edge. Instead of just enduring physical exertion, you can
enjoy it. Be healthy, be fit and be your best with Sport E.

- Mr. Bruce Hartley Anderson
(President & CEO of Mineral Resources International)
(USA)

Boost your body's
Energy
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“

Say 'no' to toxic accumulation and 'yes' to

Nutrient absorption

-Its Dtox

When you wake up in the morning, what's your
biggest concern? Perhaps it is getting fresh
properly. It may not sound that big an issue. But just
ask yourself, and seek the sincere response. Your
body will agree with that. It is a scientific fact, that
the health status of your stomach plays a major
role in defining your mood that defines your day.
Therefore, your whole day depends on the status
of your stomach in the morning. It is not a hidden
fact, that most of us do face problem while getting
fresh in the morning. The reasons behind this
problem are many, like the eating habits, lifestyle,
lack of physical exercise, depending on junk food
and poor environmental conditions etc. Multiple things affect your digestion process,
and metabolism. Some reasons could be genetic, but some are under your control. So
to understand the genetic problems and working on things under our control is a way
towards healthy stomach. To get rid of all the complication that results because of
toxic accumulation in your body, natural detoxification is the best way.

In earlier eras, people used such detoxifying herbs, as their diet majorly use to be
natural vegetable and fruits. But, what we eat today? Burgers, pizzas, pastas, ice
creams, chips, pastries, cold drinks and all that is available with those fancy names in
those fancy looking places. So in these food items, do you spot any detoxifying herb?
No, instead you find all the reasons that result in upset stomach and toxic
accumulation in the body. Therefore, food is something that you pick for yourself, and
there is no problem in enjoying this kind of food occasionally. But you need to balance
your diet with natural stuff as well. MFA DIRECT always strives hard to take care of your
health using natural remedies. Therefore, we came up with Its Dtox to help you get rid
of all this toxic that accumulates in your body, because of all the reasons discussed
above.
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Furthermore, it is a 100% natural and herbal remedy. Its powerful formulation is
designed using 10 result-oriented herbs. Inspired using the science of Ayurveda, and
after clearing all the quality tests, it is a proven remedy to help you in problems like
indigestion, constipation, anorexia, hyperacidity, bloating, burping, burning
sensation, abdominal pain, dyspepsia, abdominal colic, dysentery and diarrhoea etc.
It helps in detoxifying organs like stomach, liver, small and large intestine, colon, kidney,
pancreas, gall bladder and spleen etc. Therefore, along with detoxifying properties it
ensures better absorption of nutrients by your body.

- Dr. Imran Patel
Senior Manager - Techno Commercial

BURPING

BLOATING

Provide
Relief from
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Pesticides and fertilizers?

“

“

How to increase the effectiveness of

-Its Champ

We all admire rainy and windy weather, isn't it right?
These raindrops which we feel on our skin or on the
soil and on the plant leaves look so mesmerizing,
when the sunlight falls on these water droplet and
radiate lights of seven different color or when we see
a bigger version of this phenomenon, called
Rainbow, it looks so overwhelming and pleasing to
us. In the same way winds which make us feel like
dancing, playing and overjoying, it brings so much
calmness and positivity into our lives, but wait; not in
all of our lives, yes, we are talking about a population
which is around 70% of the total Indian population
that is “Farmers”.
Yes, farmers face a lot of problems because of unseasonal rains, they are overjoyed
like us when the rain comes seasonally like for Kharif crops or when they require
irrigation, but when the rain and winds are unseasonal they bring a lot of worries and
loses for the farmers. In rainy season, rain and winds bring pests and insects along with
them because of which farmers have to protect their crops from these insects and
pests. They apply pesticides, insecticides or fungicides on their crops to protect them
against these insects, pests and fungus and for reducing the competition from weeds
they apply weedicides on their field. But, how long they can stay on the crops or for
how long they could be effective? These rains and winds wash them off very soon and
because of the sun, they evaporate soon reducing their longevity period. During
Kharif season or rainy season cultivation is done in huge volume across the country,
and fertilizers, pesticides are also used in huge amount; because farmers aims for
higher yield and less pest infestation. So what could be the possible solution?
Here comes the role of Spray Adjuvants, Spray adjuvants are known to increase the
effectiveness of pesticides and fertilizers. These are one of the best synergist products
used for agricultural practices. Use of fertilizers and pesticides during windy and rainy
season poses a basic problem that these products are washed away and the
intended protection, which these products are going to provide, is minimized.
So, Spray adjuvants or Sticker/Spreader are the most sought category of products
during this stage of cultivation. Sticker property allows fertilizers and pesticides to stick
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the plant, so that the effects of these products are made available to plants. Also,
plants absorb most fertilizers and pesticides from their leaves as these have the largest
surface area as compared to other parts of plants. Spreader property of such
products make more surface area available, so that more quantities of fertilizers and
pesticides are absorbed and made bioavailable to plants.
MFA Direct has introduced Spay Adjuvant in this category in the name of Its-Champ,
which is based on Green Chemistry and Organic Chemistry. It is made up of Neem
compounds, contains emulsifiers, a blend of ionic and non-ionic sticker, spreaders and
adjuvants. Talking about some of its benefitsŸ With low vapour pressure it reduces the evaporation losses of pesticides.
Ÿ It reduces pesticides photodecomposition.
Ÿ It gives added natural benefits of neem compounds to plants.
Ÿ It enhances the activity of fungicides and insecticides.
Ÿ It is compatible with all commonly used insecticides, acaricides and fungicides.
Ÿ It helps in fast uptake of agrochemicals in shorter span of time.
Spray Adjuvant will benefit farmers by reducing the cost of the use of fertilizers and
pesticides directly by 15-20%. Therefore, this is how you can take care of your crops
by increasing protection and yield of crops.

- Dr. Imran Patel
Senior Manager - Techno Commercial

antibacterial, antifeedant

and

antifungal properties
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beginnings

“

“

My Story- Big things often have small

Namaskar, My name is Nitin Suresh Naik, I am MFA
DIRECT’S distributor with Crown Master Distributor
Rank. I take it as a great opportunity, to express my
thoughts on Network Marketing, and to share with
you all, my journey with MFA DIRECT. My journey
with MFA DIRECT started on 21/03/2012, I vividly
remember this day, as this day changed my life.
Before joining MFA DIRECT, I was doing a regular
job, and I looked at this opportunity as a part time
work to earn some extra income. Little did I know
that it would be the first step towards conquering
my dreams. Therefore, I joined MFA DIRECT as a
part time source of earning income. Only after
witnessing the amazing health results of their wide
range of health boosting products, I decided to join the MFA DIRECT business as a fulltime work, towards achieving my goals.
To be very frank, initially, I had small goals, like my first target was a Samsung mobile
phone, that was worth Rs. 5000. But, as it is said that 'Many a little makes a Mickle', that's
how many small goals lead to bigger ones. Therefore, using the first income from the
company I bought this Samsung mobile phone worth Rs. 5000. After that, I never
looked back, and now I realize that was just the beginning. My next target was to win
tour abroad; therefore, I won not one or two, but three holiday trips to different
countries, namely for Russia, Thailand and Dubai. During all this, I was promoted to
GMD( Gold Master Distributor) Rank.
Talking briefly about the rewards won by me, the list is long, here I would like to share
the major rewards I won. MFA DIRECT have rewarded me with Laptop, iPhone, and
Bike worth Rs. 45,000. Using the income I achieved through MFA DIRECT business,
today I own a plot In Kalayan area of Maharashtra, its market value today is 55 Lac
and I own another plot in Pune, the market worth of this plot is 15 Lac. Apart from
property and other gifts, I have been rewarded my dream car that is Hyundai EON,
worth 4.5 Lac. It would not be wrong to say that through MFA DIRECT business I am
living all my dreams.
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I surely have many goals to achieve in the future and I know my hard work and sincere
efforts would make every dream possible. I whole-heartedly thank the MFA DIRECT
management for giving me this confidence and this amazing opportunity to live my
dreams. I am looking forward, to own a fully furnished flat, and my dream car
Mahindra Marazzo, right now I am working on achieving these two big goals along
with aiming at achieving the Black Diamond CMD rank, till the year 2025. Furthermore,
the blessings of people that you earn by serving them the premium quality healthboosting products, cannot be put into words.
I once again thank you MFA DIRECT for giving me this amazing opportunity that
changed my life.
I wish all the distributors best of luck!! I believe, if I can do it, you can do it as well. All you
require is clear goals, right direction that MFA DIRECT would provide you the best, and
passion.

Mr. Nitin Suresh Naik
Rank-Crown Master Distributor
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Provide the best to get the

-Its-Booster

Dense tree or sparse tree which one you would like
to prefer? Here is my question for you- a plant/ tree
loaded with produce (fruits) densely or a plant
sparsely having produce at its full life cycle or its
vegetative growth? The obvious answer is, yes, we
all like a plant which looks lustrous green, loaded
with produce weather cereal crop, fruit crop, a
flower plant or an ornamental plant, say any name
of plants which we see in our daily life. If I would
explain with an example, whenever we travel and
we look at different types of trees which are less
dense and less green, mostly a thought strikes us at
that time in our mind that if this tree would have
more leaves or flowers and more greenery it would
look great, catchy to the eyes and would give us soothing effect.
What makes a plant less dense and of low quality? It is lack of the proper or available
nutrients, which a plant requires in its critical growth stages, like root initiation, 3-4 leaves
stages, flower setting, fruit setting, etc., which results in overall development of plants.
Growth and development of plants largely depend upon the concentration and
combination of mineral nutrients available in the soil. A deficiency of any may affect
the overall development of the plant like stunted growth, reduced yield, affected
quality of plant and its produce, etc.
So what could be the possible solution for your crops? Keeping this question in mind, we
have introduced Its-Booster a plant growth regulator which will promote and modify
the overall growth and development of the plant. It will help the plant to grow in its
critical growth stages, which will result in better quality of plants and increase in its yield.
It is made up of 100% pure organic green Kelp and Ecklonia Maxima, which are of the
highest quality both are seaweeds. Kelp is a natural source of over 70 minerals, 17
amino acids, four plant hormones, auxins, chelating agents and complex sugars like
Cytokinins, oligomeric, alginate potassium, betaine, mannitol, polysaccharide, iodine,
microelement and alginic polyphenol.
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Here are some of its specific benefitsŸ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

It will enhance the seed germination.
It will promote healthy root system.
It will provide stronger resistance to diseases.
It will helps in rapid root and shoot development.
It will stimulates soil microbial activities, which will benefit the roots and uptake of
plant nutrient.
It will improve the blossom and fruit set.
It will promote photosynthesis and help the plants to endure environmental
stresses.

Usage of Its-Booster is also very easy and can be used on all the crops. Provide your
crops the best (Its booster) to help them grow as our best food.

- Ruby Jadon
Product Trainer - Agriculture

helps the plant to grow in its

critical stages
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Foundation

“

“

You can't build a great building on a weak

-Its-SOL

Are you a fan of Petrichor? That sweet, earthy
scent of soil just after the rain and that mesmerizing
weather into which we wish to spend days and
days and days. Look outside your window to
watch out the soil on which you are stepping or
walking into your kitchen garden or look at that pot
in which you have planted your favorite plant, it is
not compulsory that if your plant is not growing well
or have yellow leaves or do not blossom is solely
your plant's fault or its variety, it is not compulsory
that all the ill effects through which your crop is
suffering is because of insects or pests or anything
external, it could be internal too.
The problem could lie in its base at its very foundation, we can't ignore that. Yes, the soil
on which the plant grows could be nutrient deficit, which results in the nutrient deficit
plant. Plant growth, crop yield and quality depend on the soil's ability to provide
nutrients and water at a rate that matches plant requirements. Plant roots penetrate
deep into the soil for nutrient so that they can stand strong and prepare their food with
the help of sunlight. But, now a day's soil, which is the uppermost layer of our lithosphere
is becoming deficit in nutrient because of continuous and excess use of chemical
fertilizers which is making our soil barren, leads to accumulation of salt on its surface,
causing mud cracks, soil degradation, erosion, decreasing the water table. Soil
deficiencies of micronutrients that are essential for plant growth can lead to lower crop
yields, and poor quality of plants.
What could be the possible solution? This question comes in our mind, therefore, to give
plants the best growth, for that we have to start from the soil first on which they are
growing, a healthy plant starts from a healthy soil. So keeping this in mind we introduced
Its-SOL a premium quality Humic and Fulvic Acid in liquid form which is made for soil
treatment. It is derived from organic sources with high amounts of organic matter. It
provides organic matter and humus in a natural, controlled-released form. Its main
composition is Humic acid and Fulvic acid.
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Talking about its benefits,
Ÿ It will help the soil in moisture and nutrient retention.
Ÿ It will help in promoting soil structure improvement by stimulating fungi to
create a crumb structure for better water and oxygen intake and improved
root penetration.
Ÿ It will help in buffering against fertilizers leaching through soil.
Ÿ It will increase seedling vigour.
Ÿ It will increase drought tolerance.
Ÿ It will help in buffering against high fertilizer salts and pH changes.
Ÿ It will help in healthy root development.
Ÿ It will increase the level of plant available phosphorus.
Its-SOL is specially designed for soil application, which would easily blend with native
soil and other materials to provide improved soil cationic exchange capacity round
the year. So give your soil a healthy dose of Its-SOL for better soil, better plant and
better you.

- Ruby Jadon
Product Trainer - Agriculture

Non-toxic,
microbe-friendly
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Grain into

-ItsSEED Pro

Germination, the most adorable act of nature,
one of the most magical process of mother earth.
That dot size seed turns into a huge tree in no time
like a baby grew into a man. It depends how much
time a seed will take to germinate; basically, it
varies from crop to crop. Germination is a process
of seeds developing into a new plant. If we talk
about this wonderful process of germination how a
small seed develops into a fruitful tree in simple
words, then there are several factors which are
responsible for germination like, water availability,
temperature, sunlight and how deep a seed is
planted. When water is sufficient for the seed, it
activates special proteins, called enzymes and
there begins the process of seed growth. Starting from the roots that access
underground water, then comes the shoots and on them the leaves, which begin the
process of synthesizing food so that the plant can get energy. This is how a germination
process occurs.
Apart from these major environmental factors, there are other factors too, that can
stimulate or inhibit the growth of a seed like pests, insects, lack of nutrient in soil or proper
nutrition that could lead or decrease the germination ration or the percent of
germination. Seed germination is the most crucial step in agriculture. The yield of crop,
sustainability, quality of crops, its immunity or resistance against pests, etc. all these
factors depend on the seeds only as these are the base material through which
cultivations initiates.
Now a day's, companies providing seeds, usually coat the seeds with various
pesticides, fertilizers, etc., so that farmers can achieve maximum yield. However, these
types of coated seeds make the seed dormant and farmers achieve only 70% yield.
Which translates directly into 30% loss of farmers, on the very first day of farming.
Therefore, the need of the hour is a unique seed coater, dresser and primer, which will
work as bio fertilizer for proper growth of seedlings. In addition, such type of primers
usually increases plant's ability to overcome environmental stress.
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However, the more advanced nutrient coating is required to be incorporated at a
genetic level to help seeds in adapting to stress and shock at all crucial early stages
of growth. Here is where MFA DIRECT has introduced first time Unique Primer/Dresser
in the name of “ItsSeed-Pro (ISP)”- A Seed Treatment Expert which is based on
Green Chemistry and Bio-mimetic Nano materials.
Such products usually provide hosts of benefitsŸ Naturally increases seed germination emergence and better stand.
Ÿ Better nodulation, better nitrogen use efficiency, and preservation & yield.
Ÿ Faster speed of emergence, improves uniformity to optimize harvesting

efficiency.
Ÿ Increases vigour for fast and strong plant development etc.
So give your plants a better start in initial stages and harvest long-term fruits.

- Dr. Imran Patel
Senior Manager - Techno Commercial

www.mfadirect.com
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KAYASENSE
Face Wash

PRODUCTS

We have a range of premium quality products. With
delivering you these health-boosting products
under different categories, we came a step closer
to our commitment towards establishing healthy
society, by providing bouquet of products that are
Stay fresh and stay active
with Kayasense Face Wash.

demanded and needed by our distributors.

MRP ₹ 199/-

Have a glimpse of our products.

DP-175 PV-55

KAYASENSE
Face Scrub

KAYASENSE
Multi- Purpose
Face Cream

KAYASENSE
Anti Ageing
Cream

KAYASENSE
Pain Relief Gel

Exfoliates dead skin cells
to reveal glowing skin.

Makes you Feel
Beautiful.

Stay young forever with
Kayasense Anti Ageing
Cream.

Relieves your sore
body.

MRP ₹ 199/-

MRP ₹ 199/-

MRP ₹ 249/-

MRP ₹ 170/-

DP-175 PV-55

DP-175 PV-55

DP-219 PV-75

DP-150 PV-50
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KAYASENSE
Foot Cream

KAYASENSE
SunScreen

KAYASENSE
Shave Gel

KAYASENSE
Beauty Cream
Soap
(Pack of 3)

Protects you against
scorching sun.

Super refreshing and
extra-ordinary smooth
moisturizing shave gel.

Gives you Soft, Beautiful &
Attractive Skin.

MRP ₹ 99/-

MRP ₹ 249/-

MRP ₹ 149/-

MRP ₹ 189/-

DP-88 PV-28

DP-219 PV-75

DP-134 PV-43

DP-159 PV-48

AYUSENSE
Its Flaxseed Oil

AYUSENSE
Its Bone & Joint

AYUSENSE
Its Livo-Care

AYUSENSE
Its Kidney Care

Its Flaxseed Oil is sourced
from extremely nutritious
and disease preventing
flax plant.

To keep your bones and
joints healthy, use Its Bone
& Joint.

To strengthen your liver’s
health use Its Livo-Care.

To maintain Kidney health
use Its Kidney Care.

MRP ₹ 525/-

MRP ₹ 696/-

MRP ₹ 796-

MRP ₹ 696/-

DP-465 PV-155

DP-596 PV-200

DP-696 PV-250

DP-596 PV-200

Rrepairs and relieves your
cracked heels.
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AYUSENSE
Its Dia Care

AYUSENSE
ItsPro+
For Kids

AYUSENSE
ItsPro+
For Women

AYUSENSE
ItsPro+
For All

To maintain blood sugar
level use Its Dia Care.

It contains- Tri protein enriched
with Brahmi, Shankpushpi
& Colostrum.

It contains- Tri protein enriched
with Shatavari, Oats &
Colostrum.

It contains- Tri protein enriched
with Ziziphus, Seabuckthorn
& Colostrum.

MRP ₹ 796/-

MRP ₹ 799/-

MRP ₹ 799/-

MRP ₹ 799/-

DP-696 PV-250

DP-649 PV-220

DP-649 PV-220

DP-649 PV-220

AYUSENSE
Its Power

MINERALS
FOR ALL
Anderson’s CMD
60ml

MINERALS
FOR ALL
Anderson’s CMD
120ml

MINERALS
FOR ALL
Anderson’s CMD
240ml

A Dietary Supplement for
Men

Use Anderson’s Concentrated
Mineral Drops to ensure
Minerals for All.

Use Anderson’s Concentrated
Mineral Drops to ensure
Minerals for All.

Use Anderson’s Concentrated
Mineral Drops to ensure
Minerals for All.

MRP ₹ 1245/-

MRP ₹ 1658/-

MRP ₹ 3310/-

MRP ₹ 6600/-

DP-1045 PV-360

DP-1199 PV-500

DP-2299 PV-1000

DP-4499 PV-2000
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NUTRITION
FOR ALL
Its CalMagD

NUTRITION
FOR ALL
Biospringa

NUTRITION
FOR ALL
Its Hi-Fibre

NUTRITION
FOR ALL
Its Honey

A perfect dietary supplement
to take care of your Calcium,
Magnesium and Vitamin-D
needs.

Biospringa is a unique
combination of three
superfoods.

Use Its Hi-Fibre to maintain
a healthy digestion.

Its Honey is 100% natural
honey.

MRP ₹ 350/-

MRP ₹ 849/-

MRP ₹ 833/-

MRP ₹ 850/-

DP-265 PV-90

DP-699 PV-240

DP-733 PV-230

DP-750 PV-270

HOMESENSE
BioWash

HAIRSENSE
7 in 1 Hair Oil

BIOSENSE
Its Vetpro

DENTALSENSE
Toothpaste

BioWash is a Fruit and
Vegetable Wash.

Hairsense presents you the
richness of 7 natural oils and
5 natural herbs.

A Complete Nutritional Feed
Supplement for Livestock.

For white, strong teeth and
gums.

MRP ₹ 349/-

MRP ₹ 135/-

DP-299 PV-97

DP-115 PV-37

MRP ₹ 349/-

DP-299 PV-97
Vol.3, Jan-Mar,2019
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पानी से

समझौता ना कर
Anderson’s

Concentrated Mineral Drops (CMD)
द ेट सा

लेक से बनाया गया पूरी तरह से ाकृितक

िमनरल स ीमट है |
सी एम् डी की हर बूँद म ा ितक िमनरल पाए जाते है |
सी एम् डी की कुछ बूंदे पानी म डालने से सी एम् डी
आपके पानी को ारीय (alkaline) करता है |

R
R

इट् स वेट ो
गायो,ं बक रयो,ं भसो,ं घोड़ो,ं और पो

ी पि यो ं के िलए

पोषण पूरक।
गाय, भस, बकरी के दू ध की मा ा बढ़ाने म मदद करता है |
मुग यो ं के वजन बढ़ाने म मदद करता है |
घोड़ो की ऊजा बढ़ाने एवं

Vol.3, Jan-Mar,2019

थ िवकास म मदद करता है |
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our

products
To make our 7th anniversary celebration special, we have proudly launched a series of new products
under different categories, considering the requirement and demands of our distributors and
customers. Under Ayusense, which has our range of Ayurvedic products, we have launched Its Detox,
and Its HeartCare. Under Minerals for all, we have launched
Sport-E. Under SipItUp, we have launched IQ-Plus, Prebiotic&
Probiotic Straw and under Biosense, we have launched four
agricultural products, namely- Its Booster, Its SOL, ItsSeedPro(ISP), and Its Champ. Let's have a glimpse of our newly
launched products.

Sport-E
A natural electrolyte concentrate, to boost your
stamina pre and post workout, rehydrate your
body, maintains the energy level and improve
your physical performance.
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Its-champ
Its-CHAMP is made up of Neem compounds,
contains emulsifiers, a blend of ionic and nonionic sticker, spreaders and adjuvants. Neem is
used as a key ingredient in it, that is known for
antibacterial, antifeedant and antifungal
properties, which gives the plant all round
protection and care.

Its-Sol
An eco-friendly, organic Humic Acid liquid
formulation which provides excellent plant
nutrition, by enhancing the moisture and
nutrient retention capability of soil.

ItsSeed-Pro(ISP)

Its Booster

A Seed Treatment Expert which is based on
Green Chemistry and Bio-mimetic Nano
materials. It is a BGA (Blue Green Algae) Bio
fertilizer for seed treatment.

Its-Booster is a concentrated, comprehensive

Vol.3, Jan-Mar,2019
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Its-Dtox

Its-Heartcare

The powerful combination of 12 result-oriented
herbs to prevent health problems like
DETOXIFICATION, ANOREXIA, INDIGESTION,
GASES, and HYPERACTIDITY etc.

Prebiotic & Probiotic
Straw

It helps you get rid of digestion related
problems. It is a good source of soluble dietary
fibre that promotes healthy digestion, along
with promoting weight loss, and may prevent
high cholesterol levels, diarrhoea, cold and flu
symptoms, and other allergy symptoms.

Vol.3, Jan-Mar,2019

A herbal heart tonic formulated using 10 resultoriented herbs. The powerful Ayurvedic
ingredients used in it prevent and treat heartrelated disorders and diseases.

IQ-Plus Straw (For Kids)
It is formulated using 10 result-oriented
ingredients, that are 100% natural and herbal
and 100% safe, for overall mental and physical
wellbeing of kids.
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trivia on

Heart Problems

You must listen to your heart seriously, as all those symptoms you consider common like rise in
cholesterol levels and blood pressure, might be a way to alert you about the upcoming serious
health issues. Therefore, here is some myth busting information, we are sharing with you-

MYTH
If you feel good and have no
obvious problems — no chest pain,
no shortness of breath — you're OK.

FACT

Many patients first find out that they're at risk when they have a heart attack, said
Dr. Khaled Dajani, associate professor of medicine in the cardiology division at
Loyola University Medical Center and medical director at Loyola's Cardiac
Prevention and Lipid Clinic. “Your health is priceless,” Dajani said. “It's better to get
an assessment of your overall cardiovascular health.”

MYTH
Women are at less risk of heart
attack than are men.

FACT
Women catch up with men in their risk of having a heart attack when they go into
menopause. That's because women transitioning into menopause experience a
sharp drop in estrogen, a heart-protecting protein, and go through changes in
body fat that may lead to greater inflammation. In fact, over 50 percent of women
will die of stroke or heart attack from cardiovascular disease.
By- Chicago Sun Times
Source link- https://chicago.suntimes.com/food/cholesterol-the-myths-and-the-facts/
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MFA DIRECT is a result of endless efforts of every person working with us. We are proud of
you all, but some shine brightest, and encourage us all to explore our hidden
capabilities, and push our limits. Sharing with you, some untold stories of our star
distributors.

नम ार
म B. R. Rathod गुजरात के महे साणा शहर से ं । म 10 वी पास ँ ।
आज से 6 साल पहले म हॉ टल म क ाउ र की नोकरी करता था।
13 जनवरी 2012 को मने MFA DIRECT ाइन िकया | शु आत म पाट टाइम म इस
िबज़नेस को करता था।
िसफ 6 महीने म MFA DIRECT म रटे िलंग कर के मेरी इनकम मेरी पगार से भी डबल हो
गयी िफर मने इस िबज़नेस को फूल टाइम करना शु िकया | शु आत म मेने 2 दो ो
को ाइन कराया।
जैसे जैसे सफलता की और बढ़ते गये और दो ो का साथ िमला.आज मेरी 4000+ दो (टीम) है जो िक मेरे
साथ कंधे से क ा िमलाकर सफलता की और बढ़ रहे है ओर अपने सपने भी पूरे कर रहे है ।
अगर म अचीवमे की बात क ं तो पहे ले म 8000 म नोकरी करता था आज म महीने के 1 लाख के आस-पास
आराम से कमा लेता मेरे सारे सपने MFA DIRECT के रवॉड के ज रये पूरे हो रहे है
आज मेरे पास खुद का मकान है खुद की कार है 2 बाइक है मेरे ब े मेरे शहर की सब से अ े ू ल म पढ़ाई
कर रहे है भारतवष से बाहर 2 अ रा ीय दे शो का सफर म कर चुका ँ ओर ये पॉिसबल आ MFA DIRECT
की वजह से इन 7 सालो ं म, म िजस तरह से िज़ गी जी रहा और लोगो की दु आएँ कमा रहा , लगता है जीवन
सफल हो गया िदलसे शुि या कंपनी से जुड़े हर एक इं सान का िजनके सकारा क और स ािनय अिभगम ने
मुझे एक इं सान से े
एवम पथ दशक बनाया
Thank you very much MFA DIRECT
B R Rathod
Rank: Crown Master Distributor
City: Mehsana
Gujarat
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Dear Sir/Madam
Main Rajaram Chintaman Suryarao, Kalyan, Mumbai se hoon. Main
mechanical engineer hoon. Main ek private company main Shift
incharge production main tha. Parantu mujhe psoriasis bimari hui jiski
vajah se meri puri body kharab hui aur mera wajan 68 kg se 40 kg ho
gaya, uske sath calcium bhi khatam ho gaya. Har prakar ke Doctor se
ilaj karwane ke baad bhi koi result nahi mila. Maine mere body ke upar
lagbhag 8 lakh kharch kiye, uske sath body kharab hone ke kaaran
naukari bhi chali gayi aur mai berozgar ho gaya.
Ab mujhe laga mera jeevan khatam hua lekin akhir me mujhe MFA DIRECT ke madhyam
se Anderson's CMD mila aur mere body mein chamatkar hua. Anderson's CMD se mere
body ki har bimari ko khatam hone mein 30 mahine lage aur MFA DIRECT ke madhyam se
mujhe aur mere pariwar ko nai zindagi mili.
Aaj main MFA DIRECT ka business 2 saal se full time kar raha hu. MFA DIRECT ke madhyam
se mujhee health to mili ab mai logo ko bhi MFA DIRECT ke madhyam se health de raha hu
aur ashirwad bhi le raha hu uske sath business man bana hu.
"DREAMS ARE THE MOST POWERFUL ENERGY" Jo mere aur mere pariwar ke sapne mein
MFA DIRECT ke madhyam se pura karunga aur mere sath me Jo MFA's hai unka bhi sapna
mai pura karwaunga
HAR HAR MFA GHAR GHAR MFA
Rajaram Chintaman Suryarao
Rank: Super Master Distributor
City: Thane

My Name is Roshan Manawat
From Udaipur ( Rajasthan )
Main Pehle HDFC Bank me kaam karta tha, normal salary ke sath usi
dauran mere bete ko Wheat Allergy ho gai thi. Uske treatment mein
lakho rupay kharch ho gye the,tabhi bhagwan ke roop me Anil Trivedi
sir aaye aur unhone mujhe ANDERSON'S CMD ke baare mein bataya
aur maine ANDERSON'S CMD leke mere bete ko di, thode hi dino mein
mere bete ko aram mil gaya uski wheat allergy khatam ho gai thi. Uske baad maine
business start kiya aaj main company main SMD ki post pe hu jo bhi maine khoya tha vo
sab maine MFA company se phir se pa liya. Mere jo bhi dreams the sab pure hote jaa rhe
hai. Maine company se bohot kuch achieve kiya hai jaise Camera, Mobile phone,
Laptop, Home appliances aur jaldi hi Eon car bhi win ho jayegi.
First Thanks to Anil Sir and second Thanks to MFA or MRI company.

Roshan Manawat
Rank: Super Master Distibutor
City: Udaipur
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My name is Atul Patil from Mumbai, Maharashtra before I start MFA
DIRECT business I was working at IT Corporate sector I had 15 yr.
experience of marketing & sales. During my corporate carrier I earn
money as well as I'm suffering from lots of work tension. Due to work
pressure & tension I got free diabetes. One of my friend introduce me to
Anderson's CMD & explained me main direct business plan & product
benefits. Once I started Anderson's CMD I get very good results. Same
time I got involved MFA DIRECT business because of its earning plan is
very good, Now I left my job at January 2017 and now I'm doing full time
MFA DIRECT business. I share this business opportunity to my friends & Colleagues & my
earning is start till date I earn more than Rs.8 lac through business plan & retail profit, I
brought my own car My future plan is to earn to the highest in this plan and fulfill all my
dreams.
Thanks lot MFA DIRECT who give us wonderful equal opportunity to earn money and fulfill
our dreams
If I can do, then any one can do let's create History with MFA DIRECT.
Once again thanks lot MFA DIRECT.
Thanks & Regards
Atul Patil
Rank: Super Master Distributor
City: Kalamba

I am Ravi Gour living in Nagpur, Maharashtra. My age is 35 years.
Earlier I was working as an Agency Manager in the Birla Sunlife
Insurance Co.Ltd. In the year 2012, my mother was suffering from knee
problem and doctor suggested for knee replacement. One of my
friend introduced me a wonderful product ANDERSON CMD
(Concentrated Minerals Drops) for my mother. I started giving
ANDERSON CMD drops twice in a day, I was surprised that my mother
was recovering very fast. She got good result in knee problem as well as asthma.
In the year 2013, I attend a program of Mr. Ashwani Kaushik who is one of the Director of
Itspossible Nutraceuticals ltd. I was inspired with his knowledge regarding direct selling
industry and then I decided to become a Distributor as well as Stock Point holder in the
MFA DIRECT.
Initially I was not successful but after attending regular training of company, now I am
earning More than 50 thousand per month and I am very much sure I will won all the
rewards of the company before the year 2023 and will earn more than a crore per month.
I believe it is a great opportunity for every individual to fulfill their dream and enjoy healthy
and wealthy life.
Thanks & Regards
Ravi Gour
Rank: Gold Master Distributor
City: Nagpur
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Wo m e n
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e are proud of our super women, who work tirelessly and passionately to
define the new heights of success. As women are expert at taking care of
family, and we assume our society as a big family, therefore, our super
women are serving the society with our premium quality health-boosting products. We
appreciate and promote the amazing role they are playing in achieving our goal, that
is achieving best health of the society through our wide range of health-oriented
products. Here we are sharing some great and untold stories of our super women; let's
see what they have to say-

Hi
Mera naam Geeta Ram Hai. Main MFA DIRECT company mein SMD
(Super Master Distributor) level per hu. MFA DIRECT business mein
main November 2015 se kaam kar rahi hu. Main pehle Multi-level
Marketing company se bohot nafrat karti thi, lekin maine jab MFA
DIRECT ke products ke results dekhe, jaise mere jiju ki mom ko doctor
ne jawab de diya tha aur kaha ab unki seva karo veh kuch din ki hi
mehman hai tab humein, kisi ne ANDERSON's CMD suggest kiya tab
humein within 10 days me result mila vo bed se uth kar walk karne
lagi or khana khana shuru kar diya.
Mujhe MLM Company se nafrat thi yeh meri apni samajh thi. Isliye main MLM Company se
dur raha karti thi, lekin maine jabse is MFA DIRECT company ka product istemal kiye aur iske
results meri family mein bohut hi achhe mile hai. Is wajah se ab mujhe yakeen hua ki MFA
DIRECT ne mujhe jo mukaam diya aur is layak banaya ki mein is product ke madhyam se
jyada se jyada logo ki seva kar saku. Isliye is company ki humne franchisee li. Mumbai mein
hamari three franchisee hai taki logo ko iska jayada se jayada fayda mil sake.
Humne socha hi nahi tha ki is product ke madhyam se hamari puri family international travel
bhi karegi.
Is product ke madhyam se humne bhout se gharo mein ache result dekhe aur is company
ke through retail profit kama rahi hu. Jo ki monthly 3Lakhs to 5Lakhs ke kareeb hai.
Thank you MFA DIRECT Company, itna achha product India me lane k liye.
Thank You
Geeta Ram
Rank: Super Master Distributor
Kalwa Thane
Maharashtra
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My life story with MFA DIRECT
Hello I'm Dr. Aarti Trivedi, SMD(Super master distributor)of MFA DIRECT, By
profession I'm a doctor and I joined MFA DIRECT on 21st May, 2016.
If I talk about the 3 years of journey, I must say that I've felt a
transformation of becoming a networker from a doctor. It is just an asking
experience I ever had in my life.
Amazing products and its results brought my deep faith in MFA DIRECT
and I can see myself having blessings from all over the world. I heartily
feel that as a doctor I've fulfilled an oath to give the best health to the
society moreover I can provide a great opportunity to people for their
wealth growth too. Literally people I would have most likely never known are now a big part of
my life and feel like family. I love seeing members of my team reach their goals. I get joy out of
seeing my daughter living her dreams with me today. These joys were a dream when I started
my business. Me and my daughter were a 'maybe this could happen one day', but I changed
the 'maybe' into 'we have done it'. Really the biggest struggle was overcoming self-sabotage.
Seriously that has been a great journey to overcome, it lead to the feelings of freedom, love for
myself and the capability to stand in my truth. I feel alive now because of the work that I have
done. Without network marketing, most likely I wouldn't have taken the road less travelled.
The opportunities that have been presented because of MFA DIRECT to travel not only all over
the India but also international have been great. Working with mentors that have pushed me to
expand myself and make a stand for the world. Being a part of sharing my story and speaking
to various audiences on different platforms is just like a dream come true because to know that
people follow you is itself a proud moment to feel. Someone told me that a quick way to
personal growth is to start working with MFA DIRECT has allowed me the opportunity to take my
life into my own hands. It has given me the possibility to become an entrepreneur and pushed
me towards the tools to become a better an free person. If you are thinking about becoming a
network marketing professional, just start now. There's no better opportunity than the present to
start with Networking with MFA DIRECT.
I want to thank all the honorable directors of MFA DIRECT, customer support team, my
respected seniors and my lovely team to help me to fulfill my dreams.
Thank you so much MFA DIRECT
Dr. Aarti Trivedi
Rank: Super Master Distributor
City: Kera
Gujarat

Main Anita Arun Adhangle,ek sarv samanya woman jo 10000 rupay
mein naukri karne wali aur hamesha bimari ki avastha mein rehne wali
thi.18 months se Anderson's CMD ka istemal karti hu aur mere body se
ek ek bimari thik hone lagi hai. Mujh mein ek badlav aaya, MFA DIRECT
company ne mujhe ek Business Opportunity di. MFA DIRECT ka ye
system mujhe bohot hi acha laga, MFA DIRECT zindagi ke sath bhi MFA
DIRECT zindagi ke baad bhi mere aur mere pariwar ke sath hai fir
maine MFA DIRECT company me kaam karna shuru kiya. MFA DIRECT company se maine
Gift Hamper, Mobile,Laptop Led Tv ye sab achieve kiya. Aaj main GMD (Gold Master
Distributor) level pe kaam karti hu. MFA DIRECT company ne mujhe health aur wealth dono
diya is liye ye company me mai dil lagake kam karti hu aur karti rahungi.
Thanks & Regards
Har Har MFA Ghar Ghar MFA
Anita Arun Adhangle
Rank: Gold Master Distributor
City: Kalyan
Maharashtra
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We truly value, every word uttered by you. Our every customer is precious to us, and we
consider you very much part of our MFA DIRECT family. Of course, without you we are
nothing but just an idea. Your trust, faith and love made us, what we are today. Here, we
are delighted to share few messages from our customers.
My Son Ishaan, was suffering from some EYE ALLERGY resulting in Redness,
Itchiness & Watering of eyes. He was 3 years old, when this problem started.
We visited Various Doctors (Even a HOD of ophthalmology Dept. in Medical
College HALDWANI) After going through some medical reports, we were
gave a conclusion that this problem is not curable and will continue till the
boy attains his puberty (age of 15 - 16 years) and if it doesn't get cured by the
age of 16 then this allergy may further convert to asthma, as his grandmother
and maternal grandmother were also suffering from Asthma. We were
frightened and questioned about his future. He was prescribed some
medicines andn eye drops, which we continued for next 4 years with no
option left... Then one of my close friend suggested me to try ANDERSON'S CMD, explaining its natural
minerals & results around the globe... I trusted him and started giving 5 drops twice a day to my son. I took
almost 3 weeks for some favorable results as reduction of redness, itching and watering. It took another
month to get completely cured & from September 2011 to till date, he has never faced that problem
again... ANDERSON'S CMD gave almost a new life to my child, as we were fearful that he may suffer from
Asthma, and what a dramatic change that he plays football 3-4 hours a day.. I am greatly thankful to
MFA DIRECT, who brought this miraculous product to INDIA and helped thousands of people like my son,
to get rid of their ailments n live a healthy life...

Yogesh Kumar

Najafgarh, New Delhi

I Am Kaluram Prajapati from Mumbai (MAHARASHTRA)
10 years I am Suffering from Sinus Problem , So I Used ANDERSON'S CMD + Its
POWER , Its Protein & Its Livocare from my friend , Use 30 drops CMD In a Day
& Capsule Morning & evening , In Just 30 days I am feeling very well from All
Products.

Kaluram Prajapati
Navi Mumbai
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My Self Atul Patil,
One of my friend recommend Anderson’s CMD. I started using Anderson’s
CMD for weight loss and diabetes. Since 2010 I am suffering from Diabetes.
Once I started using Anderson’s CMD 10 drops twice a day. Within one month
I got very good results. Before Anderson’s CMD I used to feel tired very soon
and my diabetes was high due to working stress level. As my diet was uneven
my weight had also increased. With Anderson’s CMD I started using other
products like Its Honey, Protein, Diacare and Fiber.For weight loss I started in
taking Protein Honey and fiber so I had very good result on Weight loss. I loss 7
kg weight.
Thanks Lot MFA DIRECT for such Wonderful Products

Atul Ganpatrao Patil
Kalamba Kolhapur

Mera naam Inder Lal Pushkarna hai. Main Udaipur Rajasthan se hoon. Meri
wife ne MFA DIRECT ke bohot se products use kiye jaise Anderson’s CMD,
CalmagD, Biospringa jissey unko jo Gynec problem thi us mein best result mila
jo kai sarey Doctor’s ko dikha ke bhi nahi mila tha aur unhone MFA DIRECT ki
Foot Cream bhi use ki unki aediya fati hui thi usmein 1 week mein 100% benefit
Mila. Maine bhi MFA DIRECT ka 7 in one Hair Oil, Shaving Gel, Toothpaste, aur
Multi-Purpose Face Cream istemal kar raha hu I feel very good result with all
products. Aur maine mere ghar par Jo Cow hai usko Its Vetpro diya jissey after
one week 250Gm milk increase hua aur milk ka fat bhi badha hai.

Thanks MFA DIRECT
Inder Lal Pushkarna
Udaipur

I am Cyril Dhritlahre from Raipur, Chhattisgarh. In my whole body, there are so
many small Tumors. I was taking all type of treatments like Allopathic,
Ayurvedic, and Homeopathic. One of my friend suggested me Anderson’s
CMD. Around 13 months, I am using Anderson’s CMD regularly. Anderson’s
CMD is really excellent mineral supplement. Now, all Tumors are totally
vanished.
Thank you MFA DIRECT for CMD

Cyril Dhritlahre
Raigarh

The products I am using on my patients are having wonderful and Amazing
results. Specially Anderson’s CMD in Cardiac problems and many skin
problems I have 100% results. Other products which I have introduced to my
patients are getting excellent results. Amazing response from my all patients.
Thank you MFA DIRECT for CMD.

Sachin Vijay Uplekar
Kalyan

It is easy to consume and helps in fatigue. It boosts energy and helps in
recovering body damage,I feel energetic and healthy by using this product.

Thank you MFA DIRECT for CMD

Durga Milind Pagare
Kalyan
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MFA DIRECT Celebrating Diwali and Christmas Do you know what is similar between Diwali and Christmas? Both are festivals of lights, joy and
happiness, sharing gifts and memories, and times when entire family and friends get together
to dine, laugh and share lots of love and hugs. That's how MFA DIRECT family celebrates these
festivals, if you don't believe words, have a glimpse -

and

celebrations
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Star Performers of the Month

Hcuastromperrsueppeortt exKecautuivre
018
September 2

Suacrcoaunjtskexuecmutaivre
018
September 2

Happy Birthday

BIRTHDAY

to
DIRECTORS

Sr.Content Writer :- Manpreet Kaur
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Regd. Ofce: WZ-114, 1 Floor, Meenakshi Garden,
Near Subhash Nagar Metro Station, New Delhi - 110 018 (India)
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